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verse one:
My horsey puzzle's almost done.
I just found the other ear.
If I find the legs, this horse will run,
And we'll both be out of here.
We're gonna...

chorus:
Go, go, go.
Choo choo chuggin'.
Gotta zig, zag, zoom.
Oh, oh, oh!
Zee-bop-a-looey,
I'm comin' through-ee.
Ya ha hooey!
Go, go, go.

verse two:
It’s Mom and me and story time
‘Bout a bunny named Daffodil
With a tail that starts to twitch, and I’m
Just like her-- I can't sit still.
We gotta...

(repeat chorus)

bridge:
I have no destination--
I let my legs take the lead.
Anywhere is okay.
The only thing that I need
Is some speed.
Let's go!

(repeat chorus twice)

Key of C (modulate to D)
137 bpm
Intro:
| 4/4 | C G | Am Em | F C | 2/4 G | 4/4C | C |
Verse 1:
| Dm7 G | Cmaj7 | Dm7 G | Cmaj7 |
| Em7 | Am7 | D7sus4 D7 | G |
Chorus:
| C F | G C | C F | G C |
| C G | Am Em | F C | G C |
Turnaround 1:
| C G | Am Em | F C | 2/4 G | 4/4C |
Verse 2:
| Dm7 G | Cmaj7 | Dm7 G | Cmaj7 |
| Em7 | Am7 | D7sus4 D7 | G | G |
Chorus 2:
| C F | G C | C F | G C |
| C G | Am Em | F C | 2/4 G |
Bridge:
| F | F | C | C | F | D7 | G | A |
Solo: (in D) (over first half of chorus)
| D G | A D | D G | A D |
Second half of chorus:
| D A | Bm F#m | G D | 2/4 A |
Chorus 3:
| 4/4 D G | A D | D G | A D |
| D A | Bm F#m | G D | 2/4 A |
Outro:
| 4/4D A | Bm F#m | G D | A D |
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